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How to operate the Carodoor
When a wireless remote control fails
Operate the Carodoor using the wheelchair lift’s original hand
control.
In the event of a complete power loss
Disconnect the wheelchair lift from the Carodoor unit.
1.
2.

3.

Remove the locking clip attached to the Carodoor link
arm by pulling the red loop.
Locate the red pry bar (should be attached to the lift
pump housing). Place the pry bar between the door rod
and motor arm and lever towards the motor housing to
release the door rod.
Open the doors manually.

If connected to the vehicle’s central locking system
1. Unlock the vehicle.
2. You have 4 minutes* to activate the lift before it looses
power.
3. If the time has run out and the lift is powerless, unlock the
vehicle again or use the lift’s wired hand control to activate
the system.
*The 4 minute countdown is from version 3.2 of the circuit
board. Earlier versions have a 1 minute countdown.

Red pry bar

Locking clip

Carodoor status LED-codes.
The Carodoor control board is located
inside the lift pump module.

0,1 sec
0,1 sec

Carodoor control board
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Priority

LED-light

3

Red

Lift not secured

2

Red

Emergency stop

1

Blue

Key pressed

0

Green

Lift parked / doors closed

Green

Lift parked / doors in between

Green

Doors open
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